
With decades of experience, research and development,  
Wedholms is a leading provider of customer-focused  
premium solutions for the milk cooling business all over the 
world. All products are designed to accommodate all types  
of milking systems, ensuring a reliable and economically 
sound investment.

The vast range of Wedholms milk cooling 
tanks comprises two types of open tanks, 
DFOV and DFOH. These robust and 
versatile constructions come in various 
sizes and are designed to fit several types 
of milking systems. Thanks to a number 
of benefits applying to all Wedholms milk 
tanks, the open milk cooling tanks have 
sold in thousands of units all over the 
world. 
 Both DFOV and DFOH have a robust 
construction entirely of stainless steel 
and reusable, environmentally-friendly 
materials. The tanks are mounted on 
a sturdy metal framework to facilitate 
transportation. Furthermore, the DFOV 
has a space-saving design.

OPENABLE TOP

DFOV and DFOH are equipped with large 
lids enabling easy manageability, simple 
access to the milk as well as excellent 
cleaning possibilities. There are no critical 
joints on the tank’s rim against the lid 
that could become subject to bacteria 

growth. All surfaces are smooth, visible 
and easy to keep clean.

WINCOOL CONTROL SYSTEM  

FOR SIMPLE MONITORING

The programmable control system 
WinCool provides excellent conditions 
for efficient agitation and temperature 
control. Start/stop functions and temper-
ature indicator are easily overviewed and 
controlled via the user-friendly display. 
The system also includes built-in alarm 
functions alerting for malfunctions in the 
cooling system, as well as automatic stop 
function of the agitator when the lid is 
being opened.

COOLING SYSTEM LOWERS  

OPERATIONAL COSTS

Our cooling system is of modular design, 
which means that we offer a solution 
tailored to customer needs regarding milk 
quantity, ambient temperature, required 
cooling time and collection frequency. 
Thanks to the evaporator, the refrigerant, 
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OPEN TANKS 330–1,900 litres

Easy to handle, space-saving  
and efficient 

which is one of the more environmentally- 
friendly on the market, is lead through a 
long circulation route for promoting even 
more cost- and energy-efficient cooling.

QUALITY AND SERVICE  

TO COUNT ON

As a Wedholms customer, you are truly 
being taken care of; from planning and 
configuration to long-term service and 
support. Our vast network of partners  
assures that assistance and spare parts 
are always close at hand. All Wedholms 
milk cooling tanks and components  
comply with relevant EU standards.
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TECHNICAL DATA, DFOV

Volume, litre Width (W) Length (L) Height (H) Weight, kg

   330 1,010 1,600 1,080 150

   430 1,010 1,600 1,252 170

   520 1,110 1,730 1,254 190

   600 1,110 1,730 1,356 255

   800 1,410 2,275 1,336 315

1,030 1,410 2,275 1,512 340

1,200 1,410 2,275 1,636 430

TECHNICAL DATA, DFOH

Volume, litre Width (W) Length (L) Height (H) Weight, kg

1,250 1,307 2,694 1,260 392

1,500 1,307 3,044 1,260 465

1,900 1,370 3,204 1,330 558

Figures apply to total dimensions in mm, including cooling unit and agitator motor.

All information is supplied without liability, technical changes reserved.


